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Abstract. Current software industry is evolving into a service–centric
scenario and consequently, the importance to create reliable service con-
sumptions amongst organizations is a key point. In such a context, the
concept of Service Level Agreement (SLA) represents the foundation to
express the responsibilities (i.e. rights and obligations) of service con-
sumer and provider during the consumption. However, in spite there has
been a major effort in both academia and industry to develop languages
and frameworks to support SLAs, there still remain important challenges
to address such as how to automate the detection of a violation of the
SLAs and how to react accordingly in order to claim for a compensation.
Specifically, in this paper we focus on the definition of the automated
claiming of SLAs problem characterized as the set of processes of gath-
ering, checking and explaining the evidences associated with the service
consumption within the context of an SLA. In order to identify the key
requirements to automate the claiming of SLAs, we analyse the real case
of the Simple Storage Service (S3) provided by Amazon, that is regu-
lated by an SLA. Based on our analysis we propose a set of extensions
to current prominent SLA language specification (WS–Agreement) and
conceptualize a list of research challenges to automate the management
of the claiming process.

1 Introduction

Service oriented systems is becoming the prominent paradigm in the software
industry and, in such a scenario, the Service Level Agreement (SLA) represents
a first-class citizen to describe for the rights and obligation of both service con-
sumer and provider during the service consumption. Specifically, these concerns
become a major issue in the current shift to the cloud, where a plethora of vir-
tualized services (in the form of IaaS, PaaS and SaaS) are offered by different
providers.

As a concrete motivational example we can analyse the real case of the Simple
Storage Service (S3), provided by Amazon and regulated by an specific SLA
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1 that is expressed in natural language. In this context, from the consumer
perspective, detection of SLA violations is a key point to have a reliable usage
and, in case of SLA violations, to exploit the appropriate compensations from
the provider; consequently, we focus this paper in the problem of automating
the SLA-driven claiming defined as the set of models and processes involving
the gathering of potential evidences, SLA compliance checking, and violation
explaining.

Fig. 1. WS-Agreement Structure

Specifically, in order to automate the
claiming, we identify a twofold problem: first-
ly, a need for specifying the SLA with a for-
mal model; secondly, a need for frameworks
and tooling that support the automation of
the involved processes.

In this problem context, some importan-
t steps have been developed: WS-Agreement
specification[2] represents a prominent lan-
guage and protocol for expressing SLAs in a
formal way; this approach provides a frame-
work that is extended with configurations
which provide specific syntax for the terms
and guarantees elements. Specifically, in [1]
authors propose the iAgree language as a
domain-independent set of extensions that
complement WS-Agreement to develop a fully
functional SLA language that can be applied
in real scenarios such as the Amazon S3 SLA.
However, to the best of our knowledge, cur-

rently there is a significant gap trying to exploit the SLA in order to support
the claiming process.

Main contributions in this paper are twofold: (i) we propose an extension
for WS-Agreement that provide the necessary placeholders for the automation
of SLA-driven claiming; (ii) we identify a set of research challenges that can
be used as requirements for a further design and development of tooling that
support the automated process. In addition, as a minor contribution, we model
Amazon S3 SLA with iAgree as a running example.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents WS-Agreement briefly.
Section 3 details the case study that motivates this paper and the extension
proposal of iAgree. Section 4 presents the identified research challenges. Finally,
Section 5 shows some final remarks and conclusions.

1 available at http://aws.amazon.com/es/s3/sla/
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2 WS-Agreement in a nutshell

The WS-Agreement specification provides a document structure (see figure 2)
to represent Service Level Agreements. An SLA defined in WS-Agreement must
contains an agreement identifier, an agreement context and agreement terms.

The agreement context contains general information about the agreement,
such as the responder of the agreement, the lifetime and the metrics data types
and their domains.

The agreement terms are classified into two groups: service terms and guar-
antee terms. Service terms define the features of the service and are grouped in
three sub-types depending on their goal: Service references, define the endpoint
to the interface of the service; Service descriptions, define the features of the
service agreed between consumer and provider. Service properties, specify the
monitorable variables that will be used to define the guarantee terms. These
properties must be specified in terms of the metrics available at the contex-
t. Guarantee terms (GTs) describe the SLOs that the responder, usually the
provider, must fulfil. SLOs are assertions expressed using the service proper-
ties. A guarantee term can have a Qualifying Condition (QC) that determines
when the GT is applicable or not. Penalty or reward clauses can appeal associ-
ated to a guarantee term. These clauses establish compensations and define the
circumstances in which the consumer or the provider could apply for them.

It is important to highlight that WS-Agreement provide a generic framework
that must be extended in order to address a particular scenario. Specifically,
authors propose iAgree [1] a domain-agnostic extension to WS-Agreement that
provides the specific sublanguages to express SDTs and GTs in a wide range
of scenarios. Complementary, iAgree offers a human-oriented notation for WS-
Agreements (originally described in XML) that is fully-compatible with the s-
tandard as long with a tooling2 that can be used to write, transform (to/from
XML) and analyse documents. For the sake of the readability, in the rest of the
paper, we use the iAgree notation to express the SLA examples.

3 Case study

In order to ground our proposal in a real case, we analyse the Simple Storage
Service (S3) provided by Amazon that is a highly popular service to persist
objects in the cloud. This service provides an SLA3 to describe the expected
QoS (Quality of Service) that is expressed in natural language.

Specifically, the main QoS property is theMonthly Uptime Percentage (MUP,
see figure 2), calculated by subtracting from 100% the average of error rates—
number of requests resolved as Internal Error or Service Unavailable divided
by the total number of requests during a five minute period, expressed as a
percentage—measurements during the billing cycle. Amazon S3 guarantees an
MUP greater or equal than 99.9%

2 Available at http://labs.isa.us.es/apps/iAgreeStudio/
3 http://aws.amazon.com/es/s3/sla/
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Fig. 2. Monthly Uptime Percentaje (MUP) calculation

In case Amazon fails to meet this MUP, service consumers are able to apply
for a compensation, as long as they can provide evidence of violation. This
compensation is expressed as a factor called Service Credit Percentage (SCP)
that is applied, as a discount, in the following billing cycle.

Using the actual version of WS-Agreement, a first approach to formalize this
SLA is shown in figure 3. In this iAgree document we can outline all the different
elements described in the natural language version; however, there is a significant
gap over the actual definition of the MUP measurement that is mandatory to
gather the appropriate evidences to proof an SLA violation.

In this context, it is important to notice that this gap represents a relevant
constraint over the potential infrastructure of evidence gathering; specifically,
the lack of the appropriate information in the SLA impose a rigid structure for
evidence gatherers since they have to include a hard-wired implementation of
the measurements (i.e. MUP). In addition, this coupling has proved to be highly
inconvenient since Amazon (amongst other companies) is known to frequently
change the SLA (including in some cases an actual MUP measurement proce-
dures redefinition): provider could change the SLA and redefine the QoS and the
gatherer would not notice it.

Another important limitation of this SLA definition is the lack of time scopes:
The SLA should contain the information needed to express clearly required prop-
erties for real scenarios such as the lifetime (when it starts and expires) of the
SLA; time scopes for metrics; and time periods for guarantee terms. This draw-
back is specially important in real scenarios like Amazon S3, where this informa-
tion could determine if an SLA can be considered violated or fulfilled, or when
start to consider an SLA fulfilled again after a violation.
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IAgree

AgreementOffer AmazonS3SLA version 1.0 for AmazonS3 version 1.0
Provider as Responder
Metrics:

percent: float [0..100]
regions: enum {us-east-1, us-west-1, us-west-2, eu-west-1,
ap-southeast-1, ap-southeast-2, ap-northeast-1, sa-east-1}

AgreementTerms
Service AmazonS3 availableAt. "http://s3.amazonaws.com/doc/2006-03-01/AmazonS3.wsdl"

GlobalDescription
authorizationKey: string = "yourAWSAccessKeyId";
region: regions = "us-west-1";
SCP: percent = 0; //Service Credit Percentage: discount calculated by current month

//billing applicable to the next billing cycle.

MonitorableProperties
global:

MUP: percent

GuaranteeTerms
G1: Provider guarantees MUP >= 99.9;

with monthly penalty
of SCP=10 if MUP >= 99 && MUP <99.9;
of SCP=25 if MUP < 99;

end

EndAgreementOffer

Fig. 3. Amazon S3 SLA expressed in IAgree language

3.1 Our proposal

Our contribution is centred on improving the SLA-driven claiming automation
by decoupling the metrics semantic from the monitors. Specifically, we propose
a twofold extension to WS-Agreement:

– For each service (SDT), add an endpoint to the service that will monitor the
SLA. Including the monitor in the SLA, allow a dynamic binding that can
be evolved through the SLA lifecycle.

– For each of the measurements required in the domain, add an endpoint to a
specialized metering agent.

Figure 4 exemplify this extension in our use case of Amazon S3. In this SLA,
the MUP is defined as a metric. Note that MUP property actually represents
the concept ”availability” of a service as Amazon defines it. Alternatively, other
providers define availability with different expressions, but they usually represent
a similar concept. Moreover, MUP has a different meaning within the context
of provider Amazon depending on the service (cf. EC2). Such a variability is
conveniently handled by the usage of the metric concept.

The set of proposed extensions boost a decoupled deployment architecture
that has the SLA as the centric element to base all the domain-specific parame-
terization. Specifically, (as shown in figure 5), we envision a potential infrastruc-
ture divided in the following elements:
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IAgree extended

AgreementOffer AmazonS3SLA version 1.0 for AmazonS3 version 1.0
Provider as Responder
Metrics:

MUP: "http://labs.isa.us.es/apps/MUPMeter"
percent: float [0..100]

AgreementTerms
Service AmazonS3 availableAt "http://s3.amazonaws.com/doc/2006-03-01/AmazonS3.wsdl"
Monitor HTTPMOnitor availableAt "http://labs.isa.us.es/apps/HTTPMonitor?SLAid=id"

GlobalDescription
SCP: percent = 0;

MonitorableProperties
global:

Availability: MUP
GuaranteeTerms

G1: Provider guarantees Availability >= 99.9;
with monthly penalty

of SCP=10 if Availability >= 99 && Availability <99.9;
of SCP=25 if Availability < 99;

end
EndAgreementOffer

Fig. 4. Amazon S3 SLA expressed in IAgree extended language

– Monitor. This element is responsible for notifying the metering agents with
the occurring events (event log).

– Metering agent. It calculates an specific metric based on the events provided
by the monitor.

– Claim manager. Based on the measurements and the SLA, it analyse and
detect violations; in such a case it will gather the appropriate evidences to
support a claim to the provider.

4 Research challenges

Based on the analysis of our case of study and the proposed extension of WS-
Agreement, in this section we identify challenges to be address in the develop-
ment of a SLA-driven infrastructure for automated claiming. These challenges
are based on a potential engineering of SLA claiming processes by monitoring
the SLA, analysing the violations and gathering evidences required to claim for
penalties (or rewards) expressed in the SLA:

– Monitorable QoS properties measurement. Coding ad-hoc meters for the
monitorable properties can be a tedious and error-prone task, specially for
complex expressions like MUP for Amazon S3.

Challenge 1: Provide a set of composable meters that offers the needed
functionality to measure complex expressions and generate automatically
their configuration from an SLA.

– SLA checking level. Currently, most SLA monitors and analysers are able
to check if the SLA is violated; but they cannot explain which guarantee
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Fig. 5. Potential automated SLA claiming infrastructure

terms were transgressed. In our opinion, the checking level should be the
guarantee term because the clauses applicable in an eventual violation are
linked directly to them.

Challenge 2: Monitor each guarantee term as an independent entity,
and explain violations for guarantee terms instead for SLOs or SLAs.

– Time scopes. SLAs, as any contract, have a valid period time. Also, the
guarantee terms or the metrics could have a time scope, e.g. Amazon S3
MUP is calculated monthly.

Challenge 3: Extend current SLA tooling to support time scopes for
every level: SLA, guarantee terms and metrics.

– Penalties and rewards. WS-Agreement establish penalty and reward clauses
in the SLA. It would be interesting to provide mechanisms to calculate the
clauses that clients could demand.

Challenge 4: Provide support for automatic claiming process for penal-
ties and rewards, based on the monitoring and analysis results and gath-
ering the required proofs of violations.

5 Conclusions

Automating the claim of SLAs in real services is a challenging problem. In spite
there are formal languages to express SLAs (such as WS-Agreement), they fail to
include the necessary information to automate gathering evidences and checking
violations in order to have a solid claim that could lead to the actual compensa-
tion. In this paper, we propose a WS-Agreement extension (grounded in iAgree)
that includes the necessary placeholders to evolve the SLA document as the key
placeholder that parametrize an automated claiming infrastructure. Moreover,
as a case study, we exemplify our proposal by analysing and developing a formal
SLA of the Simple Storage Service (S3) provided by Amazon. Finally, based on
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this analysis, we identified the following research challenges: (i) to automate the
generation of meters for the QoS properties; (ii) monitor guarantee terms rather
than SLAs; (iii) supports time scopes for SLAs, guarantee terms and metrics;
and (iv) calculate penalties and rewards automatically based on the monitoring
results. These challenges could act as the design principles to create further flex-
ible infrastructures that provide an automated support for SLA-based claiming.
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